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I. THE CHANGED WORLD:

U.S. w a r planes in Gulf of Sidra

From Reagan's
Foray into the
Gulf of Sidra
to the Russian
Chernobyl Disaster;
from Mass
Anti-Nuke
Demonstrations
to the Revolts
in Haiti, the
Philippines and
Latin America;
from the Mass
Protests in
South Korea J
to the Continuing
Black Revolts
in Apartheid
South Africa.

Haitians after ouster of Duvalier

Filipinos demonstrating against Marcos
dore than one million Black workers not only
aonstrated their opposition in apartheid South
ica by their "stayaway" on June 16, the tenth
iversary of the bloody suppression of the Sowetiprising, but thereby showed their pivotal role
production. Nothing was produced. The empty
x>ries and mines as well as the empty streets
jaled that the continuing struggle in South Afwill not be stopped, not even by martial law.
partheid South Africa's May 19 assault by land and
against the sovereign nations of Botswana, Zambia
Zimbabwe was likened by Botha to Reagan's April
bombing of Libya. The sharp response this drew
l the Reagan Administration fooled no one about
close relationship of the U.S. to Botha's South Afrirhe demonstrations in the U.S. as elsewhere were
;ted not only against South Africa but against the
, for propping up that hated regime with Reagan's
tnalization—"constructive engagement."
deed, it was U.S. imperialism's foray into the Gulf
idra which so exacerbated the totality of the myriad
d crises that it changed the world. It becomes imtive to work out how to oppose the rulers as well as
to follow the ramifications of the crises. As the
equences of the near-meltdown at Chernobyl have
m, no sphere can now be excluded from the need to
ly uproot the system. It is as if a nuclear meltdown
come close to releasing the sword of Damocles
h hangs over the very existence of humanity.
en so conservative a magazine as Time listed the
wing major nuclear accidents that had already ocsd: Chalk River, Canada, 1952; Windscale, England,
; Idaho, U.S., 1961; Alabama, U.S., 1975; Three Mile
d, U.S., 1979; Tsuruga, Japan, 1981; Oklahoma,
1986. That list does not include the accident at an
J Titan nuclear missile site—in Arkansas, 1980.
we have experienced Chernobyl. And what about
le space and shuttle disasters? Everything has been
A,i-.4 t Jl,i ; i . i . d - ifc 4. A. A A. A. t «. A. A *. A * * ' '• - •' - * * - * - •• >

Russia's Chenobyl plant after explosion

South Africans fighting Botha regime
questioned in a new way since Chernobyl.
What has become clear from the events in April,
whether in Libya or at Chernobyl, is that Reagan
and Gorbachev are identical twins in global ambition
for singl* domination of the world.
On June 1 Ronald Reagan declared that, though he is
"technically" within the limits of compliance with
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SALT II, he is no longer "bound" by it. If the latest nuclear "invention" is ready to be deployed in December,
he is ready to abrogate the treaty and put cruise missiles on bombers. This has so disturbed the six most industrialized NATO nations, phis Japan, who had just
voted at the summit in Tokyo to underwrite U.S. impenialism's bombing of Libya as a "defense" against
"terrorism," that they could no longer be under the illusion that Reagan's action was "only" against Libya and
that Libya was an "isolated case." In truth, the declaration that the United States would abrogate SALT II
disregarded the heart of Europe—that is, all the "frontline" nations, beginning with West Germany, who directly face the other nuclear superpower, Russia.
To make sure that not even the slightest loophole
was left to miss any of the implications in his threat
to abrogate SALT II, Reagan's direct mouthpiece,
Secretary of Defense (read: War) Weinberger declared that the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty
should also be abrogated. This time, not only did the
NATO nations speak out "in general" against the abrogation, but Reagan's ideological twin, Thatcher
(who had been the Only one of the NATO allies to
permit the F - l l l s to leave from its soil to bomb Libya), sent a special envoy to Washington to advise
Reagan against such a move.
With Ronald Reagan's threat to abrogate the SALT
II treaty, it has become clear that the ceaseless turning
back of the clock at home—on Black civil rights, on labor, on abortion rights—was the other side of his shift
from arms negotiations to negotiating in order to arm.
As against the superpowers' mad rush to a nuclear
Armageddon, let us look at the mass demonstrations
against both nuclear madness and apartheid South Africa. The June 16 mass demonstrations against the
bloody suppression of the Soweto uprising ten years ago
once again point to a new generation of revolutionaries
worldwide. In New York City, 90,000 poured into Cen(contfottwd on page 2)
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tralPark.
Although the generation of the '80s may appear more
quiescent than the generation of the turbulent '60s, the
Black struggles give the divestment movement of today's campus youth a new dimension. The demonstrations at the South African Embassies and Consulates have encompassed multidimensional forces—Black
and white,- women, workers, elderly as well as young.
Above all, from the start, today's movement has been
international and searching for a philosophy of revolution, instead of displaying what characterized the
1960s—the Cohn-Bendit view that theory can be caught
"en route."
Internationalism has also characterized the anti-nuke
movement. Thus, following Chernobyl, the demonstrations—whether in Italy or in West Germany, in the
U.S. or in England—were against not only Russia, but
the U.S. as well. They were, that is, against the use and
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abuse of nuclear energy everywhere.
This year anti-nuclear activists hiked into the desert
in Mercury, Nevada, to protest U.S. nuclear weapons
tests. The demonstrations came to a climax on the
weekend of May 30-June 1, when hundreds—including
Daniel Ellsberg and Carl Sagan—gathered to protest in
100 degree weather, and 149 were arrested. One of the
tests, the "Mighty Oak" explosion, had resulted in a serious accident with the subsequent release of radioactivity into the atmosphere. Two workers were irradiated
trying to investigate the accident. The details are still
kept secret. There is no doubt that these actions will
continue; the world-wide anti-nuke movement will not
stop.
Not only do capitalist crises keep multiplying but
the political crises cannot be separated from the
economy, globally and nationally. The bombing of
Libya, and the near-meltdown at Chernobyl, are

manifestations of the state of the global economy.
' We need only look at the unwelcome reception th
greeted Reagan in Bali, Indonesia, on his way to t
economic summit. Before he even got off the plane, ti
accompanying reporters were prevented from coveri
the event and expelled from the country. Indonesi
dictator Suharto—who had carried out one of t
bloodiest counter-revolutions, with the slaughter of ov
a million Indonesian Leftists beginning in 1965—i
from showing that he is a loyal member of the Associ
tion of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), made
clear that he had crushed that 1965 revolution-in-tr
making on his own. Not only is he not beholden to t
U.S., he outdoes Marcos and Pinochet, and is mo
anti-Communist than even Reagan.
It is clear that no political crisis can be consider
outside of the state of the global economy. It is hi
tinie to turn to the fundamentals—capitalist producti
and alienated labor.

IL CAPITALIST PRODUCTION/ALIENATED LABOR: THIS NUCLEAR WORLD AND
1960s and 1970s. But anyone who thinks that the su
den mass demonstration of 100,000 in Washington, D.
ITS POLITICAL CRISES
on March 9 was "just" against Reagan's stand on abc

The basis of the economy of the most powerful
imperialist land, the U.S., is that it is now a debtor nation. The global ramifications of that fact, as well as its
implications at home, have not been seriously dealt
with. Paul Volcker, head of the Federal Reserve Board,
and considered by economists to be the "second most
powerful man" in the land, did not bother to attend the
Economic Summit, He refused to be deluded by all the
hoopla about the great state of the world economy,
especially that of the U.S. Volcker claimed the U.S.
"put all the necessary solutions off on other countries...
The action taken so far is not enough to put the deficit
on a declining trend." The strength of the economy,
Volcker concluded, "is not an unalloyed joy."
The Grand Illusion, however, that all capitalist ideologues, including Volcker, have created about this nuclear world with its robotized production was achieved by
them through forgetting that AUenated Labor is the
irreplaceable foundation, essence and universal form—
the creator of all values and surplus-values. That is exactly what produces both capitalist profits and what
Marx called the "general absolute law of capitalist accumulation"—its unemployed army.
What the industrial giants cannot hear is the
death-knell that labor, employed and unemployed, as
well as the homeless, are ringing out. The industrialists are under the illusion—never more so than in
this robotized stage of production—that the unemployed army can be made to rampage against the
employed.
Their ideologues are busy "proving" that Marx was
wrong. They have never understood that other fundamental Marx prediction, that the failure to re-produce
labor means the death of their whole system. Political
crises reflect the general absolute law of capitalist production differently in different historic periods. Thus, the
Great Depression produced a John Maynard Keynes,
with his General Theory of Employment and Money,
which proved to the capitalists that they cannot get out
of economic crisis unless they couple production with
employment. All kinds of "New Deals" were thereby
contrived to save capitalism from revolution.
Today, modern profit-hungry capitalists, both state
and private, think they can do the exact opposite—that
is, "uncouple" employment from production. They think
they can still go merrily;on with their computerized
stock market, false super-profiteering through mergers,
playing the margins, and alternating ownerships from
corporations to "private entrepreneurs." They now talk
of factory "incubators," where former large plants are
leased out to small producers who employ far fewer
workers at far lower wages. They act as if higher labor
productivity can come from somewhere other than
sweated, living labor; as if it can come out of computers.
' «.
The favorite word of today's economists is "uncoupling." Peter P. Drucker has written for Foreign Affairs (Spring, 1986) on "The Changed Wdrld Economy."1 There, he arrogantly, and yet in an off-hand
manner (as if the changes he is talking about are the
true status of the world economy), insists that it is necessary to recognize the three truths of the uncoupling
that he elaborates:
1) "uncoupling" employment from production.
2) "uncoupling" capital from capital investment, reducing capital to money by calling it "capital movement": "Capital movements rather than trade (in both
goods and services) have become the driving force of
the world economy. The two have not quite come uncoupled, but the link has become loose and, worse, unpredictable."
3) "uncoupling" industrial production from the whole
economy, by which he tries to explain that he means
uncoupling it from the "weak" sectors like the farm
economy and raw materials. It is as if digging out the
raw materials is done Without labor. Or, for that matter,
as if our so-called post-industrial world is so "advanced"

1. See also the Special Report on "The Hollow Corporation" in Business Week, March 3, 1986.
_
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with its computers, its plastics, its synthetics, its "high
technology," that labor which is not on a production
line is not labor.
What they choose to disregard is that even those robotized, unimated production processes are built on
sweated labor. A recent NBC television special on that
most high-tech land, Japan, which has completely shaken up the global market, revealed how fully its production is rooted in the most wretched, low-paying, nonunion, piecework labor, done by sub-contractors for its
high-tech corporations.2
Indeed, all of the ideologues are rightly screaming
against the astronomical indebtedness of the capitalist
economy since Ronald Reagan has been in power.
There is no way that even Reagan can deny that we
have become a debtor nation. What the ideologues (who
supposedly differ from the supply-siders and monetarists) have to recognize is this: once they have "uncoupled" industrial production from their whole economy,
and capital from investment in production, reducing
capital investment to money alone, they are left with
what they supposedly rejected—monetarism.
These are not mere stock market fantasies; the monstrous reality they have created is a land in which, at
one pole we see a thousand new millionaires, while at
the other we see the pauperization of millions of the unemployed, of the homeless, of the masses of Blacks and
women living so far below the poverty line that Hunger
stalks the richest land in the world.
Once capital is not tied to investments in production, once even trade has been "uncoupled" from
trade of products and reduced to mere exchange of
services, there is nothing left but an exchange of
monies and investment for more monies. The reason
that the U.S., though itself a debtor nation, is nevertheless still at the top of the heap is because the international capitalists feel safe in only one country—
the counter-revolutionary Reagan's U.S.A. It is not
only "flight Capital" leaving "unstable" lands that
gets to the U.S.; Japan and West Germany have "invested" heavily here as well.
Let's take another look, then, at the "safe" U.S. and
all of Reagan's victories in his ongoing counter-revolution at home against unions, against Blacks, against
women, against the youth.
• It is true that the union bureaucracy has given too
many concessions. But one look at Hormel's ongomg
strike shows that militants know how to fight their own
leaders, as well as the capitalists.
• It is true there is no ongoing General Strike. But if
we count up all the "little" strikes from Minnesota to
Chicago, from New York's sweatshops, to California
farmworkers, and every place in between, we will see
that U.S. labor is in daily, unrecorded revolt.
• It is true that the Women's Liberation Movement
has seen a retrogression of all its hard-won gains of the
2. Back in the early 1940s when Plan, with a capital "P," was the rage
among the Left, the first study of the Five'Year Plans of Russia, by
those working out a State-Capitalist Theory, debunked the Plan as any
kind of socialism, showing that "feudal" Japan, in the very same 1932-37
period, was out-producing "socialist" Russia. (See Raya Dunayevskaya's
original 1942 study of the Russian economy, included in Marxism and
Freedom, p. 233, and p. 358, footnote 220.)

tion has not heard the voices of the Black and wh:
women who have made their rejection of Reaganis
known on every front from housing to childcare aj
from affirmative action to freedom of choice—and th
is not the question of abortion alone, but the passi
for human relations.
• It is true that the youth today are not the youth
the '60s. But, as we have seen, the internationalism tl
was present in the anti-Vietnam War movement r
reached a new dimension. Nor can one re-write the h
tory which has proved that the two-way road of t
Black dimension between Africa and America has ne\
separated its struggles from its ideas of freedom,
search for a philosophy of revolution.
The Black masses see right through Reagan-Weinb
ger's "conceptual arsenal," as the ceaseless nuclear ar
ing and genocidal imperialism that it is. The utter hi
barism of the Holocaust is what shows us where ti
post-World War II world of capitalism-imperialism
heading;
The significance of the new, the concrete, is r
only the general fact that these struggles and cris
point to the need to uproot the system. The sign:
cance is that this new form of production, whi
Drucker and others tout, is hiding the essence,
creating the illusion that this Particular, this speci
appearance, is the new Universal. It is necessary
work Out the new and concrete forms as they t
pear. That does not mean merely saying that it
only form rather than essence. Rather, it is to !
that only revolution can abolish these forms; tl
only revolution can abolish the illusion some Mai
ists have that these forms are the new Univers
This kind of transformation can be achieved only
the dialectic of Absolute Method.
As Hegel articulated it:
"To hold fast the positive in its negative, and
th© content of the presupposition in the result, is
the most important part of rational cognition; also
only the simplest reflection is needed to furnish
conviction of the absolute truth and necessity of
this requirement, while with regard to the examples of proofs, the whole of the Logic consist oi
these." (Science of Logic Vol. II, p. 476)
Karl Marx projected his concept of the positive tl
would follow only after the old capitalist society \
thoroughly uprooted:
"In a higher phase of communist society, aftei
the enslaving subordination of individuals undei
the division of labor, and therewith also the an
tithesis between mental and physical labor, hai
vanished; after labor, from a mere means of life
has itself become the prime necessity of life; aftei
the productive forces have also increased with tht
all-round development of the individual, and al
the springs of co-operative wealth flow rriori
abundantly—Only then can the narrow horizon o
bourgeois right be fully left behind and society in
scribe on its banners: from each according to hi
ability, to each according to his needs!" (Critique
of the Gotha Program)
The positive in the negative was not—was not—<
Alienated Labor under capitalism is the human acti\
much less that -science is the human activity. Rathe:
was the struggles of the AUenated Laborers aga
capitalism, and the laborers' passion for an actual u
of mental and manual labor, that spells out the urge
of revolution.
What the revolutionary theoreticians need to d<
listen to the voices from below, and concretize i
new unity by practicing it in their own publicati
activities, relations, as they prepare for revolution,
ticipate it, labor for it. The absolute opposite of thf
what oozes out from the ideologues under capitalis
which is why Marx called them the "prize-fighters"
capitalism.
Let us return now to the Economic Summit that
actually all political.
(continued on page 11)
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fo views of
)or at UAW
Invention
b y Felix M a r t i n , L a b o r E d i t o r
be UAW Convention—"celebrating" 50 years of the
V—was held in Anaheim, California, June 2-6, near
feyland and far from the reality of most rank-andirorkers in this country.
heard UAW President Owen Bieber give an emod Walter Reuther-type speech in support of the
sment the UAW bureaucracy signed with GM for
soon-to-be-built Saturn auto plant in Spring Hill,
lessee. Bieber and the other bureaucrats have prosd the Saturn agreement as "historic" and "innova" but most of the rank and file I have talked to
eran it as a betrayal of trade union principles.

[ON AS FOREMAN
i I wrote about' Saturn in the March 1985 issue of
s & Letters: "This isn't workers' control of prodin. It's part of the same system workers have been
ing for 200 years." GM's only interest in promoting
(continued on page 5)

Black World

iberty
elebration
or whom?
by Lou Turner
tnald Reagan — as "contra," as prop for fascist
theid in South Africa, as a commemorator of Nazit Bitburg, as the warmonger of Libya and Nicaraas the retrogressionist in every area of human need
aspiration in the U.S., and as the persecutor of
1 World refugees seeking the sanctuary of our
ted "democracy" — will, on its 100th anniversary,
il the new Statue of Liberty at a 4th of July celeon that will take place amid the most formidable
5ty ever imposed upon the city of New York,
thing more could have manifested the absolute opis of Reagan's "Liberty celebration" than the apince of the "other America" on the streets of New
;•• when on June 14, 90,000 Free South Africa demators celebrated the 10th anniversary of the June
Soweto Uprising. Counterposing these two events,
ver, is not to say that there is anything "automatbout breaking the ideological hold of Reaganism.
rom it.

LATRY OF HISTORY
e truth is that American civilization suffers from
dolatry of history itself as long as it is history
m by the capitalist class. In fact, ABC-TV's David
er, the "producer" of the 4th of July/Statue of
ty extravaganza, admitted as much when he had to
od to the criticisms of American and CaribbeanBlacks who have raised the thorny question that
ably goes to the historical root of American civuiu What about those "immigrants" who weren't
ig liberty, for whom America was the absolute anis of freedom and whose slave reality the abstracf democracy was made to hide? No wonder Black
ians John Hope Franklin and William H. Harris
jded that the Centennial events have "nothing to
thme."
it Wolper could dismiss such criticisms with the
aent that his "assignment was to produce a1 celen and not a review of all that went on in the nahistory," also shows that this is not a Black quesnly. As the New York Times (5/30/86) reported:
as the events do not touch on the subject of
i Slaves, he (Wolper) said, they do not touch on
ften dreary physical conditions, sweatshops and
9 attitudes that many European immigrants faced
hey sailed past the Statue of Liberty and Ellis farther words, what lies hidden in this idolatry of
f is what the Statue of Liberty originally conwhen it was given as a gift to the U.S. by France
36, namely, that the idea of freedom was
flit here as much as sought here. Only 15 years
the French made a gift of the Statue of Liberty
erica, the Versailles government had drowned the
Scent Paris Commune in blood. Thereafter, Comds sought refuge in New York in such numbers
he Abolitionist Wendell Phillips, who had made
msition from Abolitionism to Socialism, could say:
ch a New Yorker and you'll find a Communard."
just as the early 1920s meant the anti-Black,
ed and anti-immigrant Palmer Raids, spearheaded
Edgar Hoover, according to Raya Dunayevskaya,
meant the power of ideas associated with the
n Revolution: ...I was 13 years old and had been but
(continued on page 8)
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Soweto Day: tens of thousands march

New York, N.Y.— Nearly 100,000 New Yorkers
streamed into Central Park on June 14 to celebrate the
10th anniversary of the Soweto uprising in South Africa, in the largest anti-apartheid demonstration in U.S.
history. Marching to the park from Harlem to the north
and the United Nations to the south, participants from
all walks of life sent their solidarity to Black South Africa, which on this anniversary faces the full brutality of
the apartheid regime.
Thousands of whites and Latinos joined the Blacks of
all ages who made up the majority of the crowd —
Black people originally from every country in the Caribbean and Africa as well as every community in the N.Y.
area. Many young people who came out to show thensupport had never attended a rally before, but felt they
couldn't just stay home and read the news about South
Africa.

A number of activists came from as far away as
Wisconsin, Minnesota and North Carolina. And the labor contingent which joined the march from the
UN included workers from numerous occupations,
from postal to hospital workers to the marchers i
whose T-shirts read, "Parking Meter Collectors ~
Against Apartheid —*- Time Expired!"
On the march from Harlem, local residents lined the ~
streets and joined in the shouts of "Amandla!" (power) and "Death to apartheid!" Chants against Ronald Reag-^
an echoed the outcry against South Africa's Botha. T h e "
main speakers in the park began with Ossie Davis and
Ruby Dee backing proposed Congressional trade sanctions against South Africa, and ended with an anti-apartheid/Presidential campaign speech by Jesse Jackson.
However, the electoral limitations in their speeches only
contrasted with the boundlessness of the concept of solidarity alive at this event.
What was taking place away from the stage was a serious exchange of ideas. People crowded around the
many literature tables. "A tyrant knows no conscience," one older Jamaican woman told me. "What's happening
in South Africa is unconscionable. These countries always expand with the blood of simple people, who
aren't armed. Sometimes it takes a scream — like when
you see someone being attacked and you can't directly
intervene but you scream. That's what we're doing."
Two Black youths at our literature table said they
have been studying together Fanon's Black Skins,
White Masks and Wretched of the Earth because, as
one put it, "He calls for a total revolutionary transformation, and I don't see any way around that. It seems
(continued on page 8)

/n-oerson report:

Spain 50 years after the Civil War
by Mary Holmes and Jim Mills
The June victory for the Socialist Party (PSOE) government of Felipe Gonzalez cannot cover over the economic, social and political crises in Spain today, on the
fiftieth anniversary of the outbreak of the Spanish Civil
War. We saw this in our trip to Spain this past May.
We arrived just as thousands of anti-NATO activists
went to the streets protesting the U.S. attack on Libya
and Spain's collusion in the raid. Chants of "Felipe Idiot! This is NATO!" and "NATO No! Bases Out!" rang
from the walls in Madrid and other cities for days.
Many activists, workers and women's liberationists
asked us who was ^he "Other America," opposed to
Reagan's policies. We demonstrated our solidarity by
showing the other America not only in the recent abortion rights marches, anti-concessions strikes and sanctuary movement activity, but also in the 50 years of development of Marxist-Humanism, dating from the Spanish revolution itself.
Disaffection in Spain often begins with the present
PSOE government because it seemed to hold open some
possibility of change in post-Franco Spain. That same
government narrowly won a referendum in March for
Spain to stay in NATO, though it had promised to pull
Spain out before it came to power. And then planes stationed at the U.S. base in Zaragoza were shuttled to
England to use in the attack on Libya. Demonstrators
pointed out that this was the real meaning of NATO.

dockers said, "I'm not against automation as such. But
I'm only for the development if it comes with development of the workers, too."

WOMEN'S LIBERATIONISTS AND YOUTH
Women's liberationists told us of wide-ranging activi' ties, from a national conference last September in Barcelona to women's participation in the recent antiNATO campaign. In Tenerife, 350 women gathered at
the courthouse in solidarity with four women accused of
performing abortions who face at least a year in jail if
convicted. The right to abortion is not fully recognized
in "socialist" Spain.
Among the many women who want to unite militancy and ideas, women in Zaragoza organized meetings for us to present the recent Spanish edition of
Raya Dunayevskaya's Rosa Luxemburgo, La Liberacion
Femmina y La Filosofia Marxista de la Revolucion. One
group, Lisistrata, formed to fight sexism in employment and teaching at the university, is also
active in solidarity with Latin American revolutions, especially Nicaragua, and in anti-militarism.

The youth are among the severest critics of the military which in many ways has changed little since Franco's fascist state. They oppose universal military conscription for men and the values of a militarized society,
including the use of. police and soldiers to viciously
break up strikes and demonstrations.
UNEMPLOYMENT AND STRIKES
As against this militant thinking, many Leftist intellectuals believe that ten years after Franco's death —
The question of jobs is critical in Spain where the
the period of "la democracia" — there is little interest
rate of unemployment is 20% and rising. But the threat
in Marxist thought and women's liberation theory.
of unemployment hardly intimidates workers from orWhile those intellectuals are ready to give expertise in
ganizing and strikes, especially against the government's
Marxist theory over to the many small mass parties in
policies of industrial retrenchment now that the ecoSpain, the experience of a woman we met is not unusunomic structural changes that have occurred in the rest
al. Most labor confederations and Leftist parties have
of Europe have arrived in Spain Only now, under the
made a nod to women's liberation by forming their own
PSOE.
autonomous women's sections. However, she quit the
Workers at the Magafesa cookingware plant in Bilwomen's group inside the Communist Party-dominated
bao blocked roads and government buildings and
Comisiones Obreros because its promise of autonomy
burned a train after the company unveiled plans to
proved false.
eliminate 1,700 jobs. Workers at the Bazan shipyards
The many Leftist parties in Spain saluted the 100th
in Cadiz, El Ferrol and Cartagena occupied their
anniversary
of May Day in Chicago, in posters and decplants to stop a directive aimed at dismissing 6,000
larations. Yet remembering the 50th anniversary of
workers. And in May, dockworkers began an indefitheir own revolution has been given over to the party
nite strike against the government plan to denationideologues or the Communist party which 50 years ago
alize the ports.
choked all mass revolutionary activity. On the other
Since then they launched a national strike against
hand, there is a search underway for some new point of
denationalization of ports, May 18, which has paralyzed.
departure in Marx's Marxism. For example, an intellecmajor ports like Tenerife.Las Palmas, Galicias and Bartual told us the copy of Raya Dunayevskaya's first
celona. As 100 pickets marches in Cadiz, the headquarwork, Marxism and freedom, which he had smuggled
ters of the PSOE dominated UTG, which has opposed
from Paris into fascist Spain and read clandestinely as a
the strike, was stoned.
student, made a great impact on him. The many books
now published and available on the Spanish Revolution
When we talked with them about the new kind of
show the thirst to know today what fascism had tried
strikes, unknown in Spain, against concessions like by
to blot out fdr 40 years.
the meatcutters at Hormel in the U.S., they asked to
reprint articles from N&L in their newspaper, La Estiba.
Far from lending support to Gonzalez's militarist and
And because dockworkers had also been fighting for
economic retrogression, the ongoing labor strikes, anticontrol over new technology and containerization in the
militarist demonstrations, women's liberation movement
ports, they took a copy of our pamphlet on the first auand overall thirst for ideas show that contradictions—
tomation strike in the U.S., The 1949-50 Coal Miners Gen- and revolts—are more than ever open and deepening a
eral Strike and the Birth of Marxist-Humanism. One of the
decade after Franco.

